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Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is characterized by the loss or dysfunction of retinal pigment epithelium
(RPE) and is the most common cause of vision loss among the elderly. Stem-cell-based strategies, using human
embryonic stem cells (hESCs) or human-induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs), may provide an abundant donor
source for generating RPE cells in cell replacement therapies. Despite a significant amount of research on deriving
functional RPE cells from various stem cell sources, it is still unclear whether stem-cell-derived RPE cells fully
mimic primary RPE cells. In this report, we demonstrate that functional RPE cells can be derived from multiple
lines of hESCs and hiPSCs with varying efficiencies. Stem-cell-derived RPE cells exhibit cobblestone-like
morphology, transcripts, proteins and phagocytic function similar to human fetal RPE (fRPE) cells. In addition,
we performed global gene expression profiling of stem-cell-derived RPE cells, native and cultured fRPE cells,
undifferentiated hESCs and fibroblasts to determine the differentiation state of stem-cell-derived RPE cells. Our
data indicate that hESC-derived RPE cells closely resemble human fRPE cells, whereas hiPSC-derived RPE
cells are in a unique differentiation state. Furthermore, we identified a set of 87 signature genes that are unique
to human fRPE and a majority of these signature genes are shared by stem-cell-derived RPE cells. These results
establish a panel of molecular markers for evaluating the fidelity of human pluripotent stem cell to RPE conver-
sion. This study contributes to our understanding of the utility of hESC/hiPSC-derived RPE in AMD therapy.

INTRODUCTION

Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is a severe retinal
disease that significantly impairs vision. In the western world,
AMD is the leading cause of blindness among the elderly, affect-
ing over 30 million people worldwide (1). AMD patients are
usually afflicted with degenerated and/or dysfunctional retinal
pigment epithelium (RPE), which normally plays various
central roles in maintaining retinal integrity and viability (2).
In particular, RPE is involved in the formation of the blood-
retinal barrier, absorption of stray light, supplying of nutrients
to the neural retina, regeneration of visual pigment, as well as
the uptake and recycling of the outer segments of photoreceptors.
Consequently, loss of RPE leads to photoreceptor depletion and
irreversible blindness (3). Current treatments for AMD are
severely limited. Palliative treatment options are only available

for the less prevalent, ‘wet’ form of the disease, including the
use of anti-neovascular agents, photodynamic therapy and
thermal laser therapy. However, there are no current treatments
for the more widespread, ‘dry’ AMD except for the use of
antioxidants to delay disease progression in the eye. Despite
current treatments, patients with ‘dry’ AMD generally show
poor prognosis and eventual loss of vision (4).

Cell therapy holds tremendous promise in treating AMD;
directly replenishing the degenerated RPE can restore retinal
function and rescue vision in AMD patients. Autologous
RPE/choroid transplant attempts from periphery to central
retina have demonstrated partial restoration of vision in
AMD patients (5). However, autologous transplantation is
limited by the scarcity and genetic predisposition to AMD of
the cell source, which may affect the efficacy of transplan-
tation (5). Pluripotent stem cells have been proposed to be
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an attractive alternative cell source for transplantation. Human
embryonic stem cells (hESCs) can indefinitely self-renew and
differentiate into any cell type found in the adult body, making
hESCs a promising candidate for generating an unlimited
donor source for RPE transplantation (6). In addition, recent
derivation of human-induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs)
by forced expression of four transcription factors (Oct4,
Sox2, c-myc, Klf4) in fibroblasts has created an additional
cell source for cell therapy (7). Various studies report that
hiPSCs closely resemble hESCs and have been proposed to
be promising surrogates for hESCs (7–9). HiPSCs have the
added advantage of avoiding immunological complications
and ethical controversies that are typically associated with
handling hESCs (10). In addition, hiPSCs have the potential
to become a platform for personalized medicine by allowing
a patient’s own cells to become a source for therapeutic
tissue (11).

Previous studies on differentiating RPE cells from stem
cells demonstrate that stem-cell-derived RPE cells have mol-
ecular characteristics similar to primary RPE cells (2,12,13).
In addition, the transplantation of stem-cell-derived RPE can
partially restore visual function in the retinal dystrophy rat
model (12,14,15). However, despite a significant amount of
research on the derivation of functional RPE cells from
various stem cell sources, no systemic comparison has
been done between these stem-cell-derived RPE cells and
primary RPE cells. In order to realize the therapeutic
potential of stem-cell-derived RPE cells, it is important to
ensure that stem-cell-derived RPE cells can recapitulate
both functional and genetic characteristics of primary RPE
cells.

RESULTS

Differentiation and expansion of putative RPE cells from
hESCs and hiPSCs

To determine the ability of various lines of hESCs and hiPSCs
to differentiate into RPE cells, we followed a previously
described differentiation protocol using a total of 11 cell
lines (Supplementary Material, Table S1) (12). Pigmented
cells spontaneously arise from differentiating hESCs and
hiPSCs after 3–4 weeks of culture in bFGF-free hESC
culture media. Pigmented clusters grew in size and number
after an additional 2–3 weeks of culture. Although all cell
lines were able to generate pigmented clusters reproducibly,
various lines of hESCs and hiPSCs displayed varying differen-
tiation efficiencies. H9 and H1 lines showed the highest effi-
ciencies, giving rise to over 200 pigmented clusters per cell
culture dish (Fig. 1A). HUES12, HUES15 and HSF1 cell
lines showed fairly similar efficiencies with about 150 pig-
mented clusters. HSF6 cell lines showed relatively lower effi-
ciencies giving rise to less than 100 pigmented clusters. All
lines of hiPSCs gave rise to approximately 150 pigmented
clusters, despite different parental cell types. HiPS cell lines
derived from neuroectoderm and endoderm lineage both gen-
erated pigmented clusters at similar efficiencies.

Stem-cell-derived pigmented clusters were manually
excised and expanded to monolayers on Matrigel. These
stem-cell-derived pigmented sheets appeared homogenous in
the inner part of a cluster; however, cells on the edges gener-
ally showed less pigment, suggesting that they may be in a less
differentiated state. This observation is consistent with pre-
vious reports that stem-cell-derived RPE cells expand by

Figure 1. Morphology of fetal-RPE, HESC-RPE and hiPSC-RPE. (A) Pigmented cells appear as discrete clusters after 3–4 weeks of hESCs or hiPSCs differ-
entiation. (B–D) HESC-RPE cells, hiPSC-RPE and human fRPE cells are morphologically very similar under high magnification. Scale bars: (A), 100 mm; (B–
D), 50 mm.
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de-differentiation, proliferation and then re-differentiate to
acquire pigmentation (12). The stem-cell-derived pigmented
sheets were cultured for 2–3 months and characterized
through various molecular and functional assays. We
pursued and characterized the lines that could be most
efficiently differentiated (H9-RPE, HSF1-RPE, HiPS2-RPE,
HiPS18-RPE and NPC2-iPS#3-RPE). HESC-RPE and
hiPSC-RPE expanded sheets exhibited polygonal,
cobblestone-like morphology under bright field microscopy,
consistent with normal fetal RPE (fRPE) cell morphology
(Fig. 1). Electron micrograph results revealed that hESC-
RPE have apical microvilli, basal end-feet and melanin struc-
tures similar to human RPE (Supplementary Material,
Fig. S1A). We observed a small number of flattened cells scat-
tered beneath the hESC-RPE monolayer. These non-RPE cells
resemble fibroblasts and are embedded in Matrigel substrate.
Overall, consistent with previous reports, our results indicate
that multiple lines of hESCs and hiPSCs can spontaneously
differentiate to clustered pigmented cells, which further
differentiate into monolayer RPE-like cells in defined culture
environments.

Stem-cell-derived RPE cells express genes and proteins
associated with primary RPE cells

To further determine whether hESC-RPE and hiPSC-RPE
mimic normal RPE cells, we asked if these stem-cell-derived
RPE cells express the appropriate RPE markers. Using
reverse transcription–polymerase chain reaction (RT–PCR),

we assayed for the expression of several known genes that
are expressed in human fRPE cells. We first examined the
regulatory gene transcripts central to RPE development,
including the early eye field development marker, PAX6 and
RPE-specific transcription factors MITF and OTX2. Both
MITF and OTX2 are necessary for RPE differentiation; in par-
ticular, MITF is known to be associated with the onset and
maintenance of pigmentation and is an established marker of
RPE during the course of eye development. We also examined
the expression of RPE functional markers in stem-cell-derived
cells. These markers include the secreted (PEDF),
membrane-associated proteins (BEST1, ZO1) and most impor-
tantly, the visual cycle proteins (RPE65, LRAT, CRALBP).
For comparison, 3 months in vitro, cultured human fRPE
cells (16) were used as a positive control in all assays.

Interestingly, RT–PCR detected PAX6 in hESC-RPE and
fRPE but not in hiPSC-RPE. MITF and OTX2 were both
detected in hESC-RPE and fRPE, whereas hiPSC-RPE
expressed only MITF but not OTX2. Secreted and membrane-
bound protein such as PEDF, BEST1 and ZO1 were seen in
all stem-cell-derived RPE cells. Furthermore, RPE65, LRAT
and CRALBP transcripts were detected in both types of
stem-cell-derived RPEs (Fig. 2C). In addition, RPE65 protein
expression was confirmed in both hiPSC-RPE and hESC-RPE
by immunoblots (Fig. 2D). These results indicate that both
hESC-RPE and hiPSC-RPE exhibit many functional markers
characteristic of primary fRPE cells. Moreover, hESC-RPE
more closely resembles fRPE than hiPSC-RPE, whereas
hiPSC-RPE appears to be in a unique differentiation state.

Figure 2. Stem-cell-derived RPE exhibit characteristic marker genes of fRPE. (A) and (B) are immunoluorescent labeling of RPE65 and ZO1 in hESC-RPE,
respectively. (C) RT–PCR analysis of human fRPE gene markers in different lines of hESC-RPE and hiPSC-RPE. (D) Western blot analysis of RPE65 and
GAPDH proteins in hESC-RPE, hiPSC-RPE and fRPE. Human fRPE cells cultured for 3 months in vitro were used as a positive control in this assay. Scale
bar: (A) and (B), 50 mm.
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To determine whether hESC-RPE has a definitive phagocy-
tic function, we first examined microarray data and found that
expression of phagocytic genes (MERTK, LAMP2, VDP and
GULP1) are comparable between hESC-RPE and fRPE (see
below). Second, using a previously characterized cell culture
assay, we compared the ability of the hESC-RPE cells to
bind, ingest and digest mouse rod outer segments (ROSs)
disk membranes with that of human fRPE cells. After
30 min incubation with isolated ROSs, the hESC-RPE cells
had nearly twice as many ROSs bound to their surface,
although the number of ingested ROSs was comparable to
fRPE cells (Fig. 3). The rate of digestion was determined by
comparing the number of ROSs remaining in the cells after
subsequent 2 h incubation in the absence of ROSs. The calcu-
lated proportion of ROSs digested during this period was
similar in the hESC-RPE and fRPE cells (Fig. 3). The
hESC-RPE cells therefore appeared comparable to fRPE
cells in their ability to ingest and digest ROSs. There was,
however, a difference in the number of ROSs that bound to
the cell surface. Even after the 2 h incubation in the absence
of ROSs, hESC-RPE had many more ROSs bound to their

surface (�20 ROSs/field of view), suggesting that they may
express more ROS receptor that is not involved with ingestion.

Transcriptome analysis of fRPE, hESC-derived RPE and
hiPSC-derived RPE

In order to gain a more comprehensive understanding of the
differentiation state of stem-cell-derived cells, we generated
global gene expression profiles of stem-cell-derived RPE
cells and compared them with native fRPE, primary culture
fRPE cells, undifferentiated hESCs and fibroblasts. Probe
intensity signals were quantile-normalized and log-
transformed across samples using the limma package in Bio-
conductor. To increase the statistical power of our analysis,
we incorporated microarray data sets of various hESCs and
somatic tissues including brain, liver, lung and melanocytes
from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database (Sup-
plementary Material, Table S2).

To determine the degree of similarity or difference between
stem-cell-derived RPE cells and other cells and tissues, we
first performed hierarchical clustering and principal com-
ponent analysis (PCA). Hierarchical cluster and PCA both
demonstrate distinct separation of undifferentiated hESCs,
somatic tissues and native/cultured fRPE clusters. As
expected, both methods show technical replicates of somatic
cells cluster closer together in comparison with clusters of
similar biological samples (Fig. 4). The dendrogram shows
that hESC-RPE clustered together with fRPE whereas
hiPSC-RPE clustered away from the fRPE. Importantly,
stem-cell-derived RPE cells do not cluster together with
human melanocytes, which is another pigmented cell type
derived from neural crest. For PCA analysis, we focussed on
the first three principal components, which captured over
70% of the total variance. Consistent with hierarchical cluster-
ing results, biplots between the first three principal com-
ponents revealed close clustering of stem-cell-derived RPE
cells and fRPE while clustering away from both hESCs and
somatic cells (Fig. 4C and D).

Furthermore, pair-wise comparisons between gene
expression profiles show more similarity between hESC-RPE
and fRPE than between hiPSC-RPE and fRPE (Fig. 4A).
This is further supported by a higher Pearson correlation
between hESC-RPE and fRPE cells. In addition, both lines
of hESC-RPE are well correlated with each other (Pearson’s
correlation ¼ 0.948). The comparison of hESC-RPE and
fRPE data sets revealed 88 transcripts that were differentially
expressed at least 1.5-fold, 39 of which were up-regulated and
49 were down-regulated. Gene ontology revealed that
up-regulated genes in hESC-RPE correspond to biological
processes such as cell proliferation and neuronal differen-
tiation, whereas down-regulated genes were associated with
visual perception and gas transport. The comparison of
hiPSC-RPE and fRPE data revealed 224 transcripts that
were differentially expressed, 30 of which were up-regulated
and 194 were down-regulated. The down-regulated genes in
hiPSC-RPE, similar to hESC-RPE, are involved in gas trans-
port and visual perception. Interestingly, an analysis of over-
expressed transcripts in hiPSC-RPE revealed that the majority
of these genes are involved in epithelial development and the
inflammatory response. Notably, gene network analysis of

Figure 3. Quantification of phagocytosis of ROSs. (A–C) Immunofluores-
cence images of hESC-derived RPE cells after incubation with ROSs.
Bound ROSs were labeled with opsin antibody before permeabilization of
the cells (green). Bound and ingested ROSs were both labeled with a different
colored secondary antibody (red) after permeabilization. Bound ROSs there-
fore appear green in the upper panel and yellow in the lower panel. Ingested
ROSs appear red in the middle and lower panels. Scale bar ¼ 20 mm. (D) The
number of bound and ingested ROSs after 30 min incubation with the ROSs.
(E) The digestion of ingested ROSs during the 2 h ‘pulse’, after the 30 min
incubation with ROSs, expressed as the percentage decrease of ingested
ROSs during the pulse. Error bars are s.e.m.
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multiple lines of hESCs and hiPSCs also identified many
immune response genes that are significantly differentially
expressed between hESCs and hiPSCs (unpublished data).
This suggests that hiPSC-RPE may retain the gene signa-
tures of hiPSCs. Overall, these data indicate that hESC-
RPE is reproducibly more closely related to fRPE than
hiPSC-RPE.

Stem-cell-derived RPE cells express low levels of marker
genes associated with aging and AMD

We examined genes that are involved in RPE differentiation,
pigment synthesis, phagocytic activity and vitamin A metab-
olism. HESC-RPE showed comparable expression levels
with fRPE for the majority of these genes (Fig. 5A). We

Figure 4. Microarray analysis of genome-wide gene expression of primary fRPE and stem-cell-derived RPE cells. (A) Pair-wise comparisons between fRPE,
hESCs and stem-cell-derived RPE cells. Linear regression lines are shown in red and the green curves represent P ¼ 0.05. Data points outside the green curve
represent genes that have significant, differential expression in each cell type. Numbers above the green curve indicate the total number of genes that are
up-regulated in the y-axis, and numbers below the green curve represent genes up-regulated on the x-axis. Pearson’s correlation coefficients are shown for com-
parison of each data set. (B) Unbiased hierarchical clustering showing hESC-RPE cluster closer to fRPE than to hiPSC-RPE. Various somatic tissues and
additional hESCs from GEO database were included in gene expression analysis to increase statistical power. (C and D) Biplots of three predominant principal
components (PC1, PC2 and PC3) demonstrate that samples cluster to three distinct groups of somatic tissues, hESCs and RPE.
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next examined whether stem-cell-derived RPE cells express
genes involved in AMD pathogenesis. AMD is considered a
complex genetic disease involving interactions between mul-
tiple genes and environmental risk factors, with age and
family history being the two strongest risk factors. In addition,
recent genetic studies have shown strong association between
single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) variants in comp-
lement cascade, components of the innate immune system
and AMD pathogenesis (17). We examined the expression of
genes which were previously identified to be differentially
expressed in young and aging human retina (18), including
genes involved in energy metabolism (CKB, PGAM1,
ENO3) and stress response (CIRBP, COL7A1, MACS). We
observed a low level of expression for both metabolic and
stress response genes in stem-cell-derived RPE cells and
fRPE. These results indicate that stem-cell-derived RPE
cells, though subjected to culture conditions, showed similar
energy metabolism and stress response as normal fRPE.

Furthermore, we looked at expression of common genes
involved in the complement cascade. A number of comp-
lement system protein variants and complement regulatory
protein variants are shown to be strongly associated with
AMD (17,19). These include complement factor H, comp-
lement factor B, complement component 2 (C2) and comp-
lement component 3 (C3). Stem-cell-derived RPE showed
comparable expression levels to fRPE in all of the comp-
lement factor genes we examined (Fig. 5B). Overall, these
results indicate that stem-cell-derived RPE cells express a
normal level of many RPE-associated markers as well as
genes associated with complement regulation.

Human RPE have distinct signature genes from
stem-cell-derived RPE cells

A recent comprehensive study comparing gene expression
profiles of fetal and adult RPE with somatic tissues identified
154 signature genes that are unique to RPE (20). We asked if
these RPE signature genes can be used to classify fRPE,
stem-cell-derived RPE and hESCs. Our cross-reference analy-
sis showed that 151 candidate signature genes in their Affyme-
trix platform can be identified in our Agilent microarray.
Among these 151 signature genes, we found that 43 genes
were not significant in the differential expression between
fRPE and hESCs (Supplementary Material, Table S3). Gene
ontology analysis revealed that these genes are associated
with protein transport and fatty acid metabolism, suggesting
that RPE may share many metabolic properties with hESCs
(Fig. 6B). Although these 43 genes are not significantly differen-
tially expressed between hESCs, it does not exclude the possi-
bility that these genes are important for RPE maintenance. Of
the remaining 108 RPE signature genes, 87 genes showed
robust expression in fRPE, suggesting that these 87 fRPE-
specific genes better represent true RPE signature genes
(Fig. 6A). Consistent with global gene expression comparison
as seen in Fig. 4, hESC-RPE also shared more signature genes
with fRPE than hiPSC-RPE. Venn diagram analysis of fRPE,
hESC-RPE and hiPSC-PRE indicated 42 genes are commonly
shared by these cells, suggesting that these 42 genes are the
core RPE differentiation genes (Fig. 6A). Gene ontology analysis
indicated that these genes are involved in various pigmentation,
visual perception and eye development pathways, consistent

Figure 5. Comparative analysis of gene expression levels for pluripotency and RPE-related genes in hESCs, hESC-RPE, hiPSC-RPE and fRPE. Normalized
expression levels were obtained from Agilent whole-genome microarrays. (A) Genes that are significantly expressed in pluripotent stem cells and RPE-associated
markers were selected. RPE-associated markers are expressed in hESC-RPE, many at levels close to human fRPE cells. Two technical replicates were used for all
cell types. (B) Expression of genes associated with aging retina and complement cascades.
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with their role in RPE differentiation pathways (Fig. 6D). These
results suggest that despite morphology and functional simi-
larities, genetic profiles of stem-cell-derived RPE cells are
moderately different from normal fRPE cells.

Notably, by cross-comparison of the 87 RPE signature genes
in fRPE with gene expression in hESC-RPE and hiPSC-RPE
cells, we found that 21 signature genes that are exclusive to

fRPE, but not shared with stem-cell-derived RPE cells
(Fig. 6A, Supplementary Material, Table S5). Gene ontology
analysis showed that these genes are involved in various eye
development pathways such as BMP signaling, lens develop-
ment and eye and lens morphogenesis (Fig. 6C). This suggests
that stem-cell-derived RPE may lack robust expression of some
critical genes that are involved in eye development.

Figure 6. Analysis of RPE signature genes in fRPE, hESC-RPE and hiPSC-RPE. (A) The Venn diagram shows the shared/unique genes among 108 selected RPE
signature genes for fRPE, hESC-RPE and hiPSC-RPE. (B) Functional annotation from gene ontology analysis of 43 fRPE signature genes that are shared with
undifferentiated hESCs. (C) Twenty-one fRPE genes that are under-expressed in stem-cell-derived RPE cells. (D) Forty-two core RPE signature genes that are
shared by fRPE and stem-cell-derived RPE cells.
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DISCUSSION

The RPE is critical for retinal viability and function and has
been the focus for AMD and its therapeutic interventions.
Although a significant amount of research has focussed on
deriving functional RPE cells from various stem cell sources,
little is known about the global transcriptional profiles of
these stem-cell-derived RPE cells. In this study, we have
derived functional RPE cells from various lines of hESCs and
hiPSCs and generated global expression profiles of
stem-cell-derived RPE and human fRPE cells. We found that
hESC-RPE resembles fRPE more closely than hiPSC-RPE.
The expression profiles of hiPSC-RPE suggest that they are in
a relatively immature differentiation state. Also, we identified
a set of genes that are exclusively expressed in human fRPE.
This set of genes may serve as reliable molecular signatures
of fRPE and provide future standards for scoring the differen-
tiation state of stem-cell-derived RPE cells. Together, these
results offer critical insights into the therapeutic use of
stem-cell-derived RPE cells in treating AMD.

Stem-cell-derived RPE cells have a highly similar mor-
phology to human fRPE. These cells arise spontaneously
from stem cell sources 3–4 weeks after differentiation, con-
sistent with the differentiation timeline shown by other
groups. We observed varying differentiation propensities
between cell lines. This may be a result of genetic background
differences between each cell line, especially in hiPSCs. Pre-
vious reports have shown some cell types are more efficiently
reprogrammed (7,21,22); it is possible that these biases are
persistent during differentiation to RPE cells.

HESC-RPE and hiPSC-RPE express a panel of RPE gene
transcripts similar to cultured fRPE cells. Co-expression of
the early RPE development marker, PAX6, with various
mature markers suggests that hESC-RPE has some heterogen-
eity, which may be due to immature cells around the leading
edges of hESC-RPE expanding sheets. HESC-RPE were pre-
viously shown to expand through a de-differentiation mechan-
ism, which involves pigmented cells showing
de-pigmentation, then entering into the active cell cycle
before gaining pigmentation again (12). Interestingly, a
majority of the RPE-associated markers was detected in
hiPSC-RPE, but not the early marker, PAX6, and the late
marker, LRAT, suggesting that hiPSC-RPE may be in a
unique differentiation state. Recent reports have shown some
loci are more resistant to reprogramming in hiPSCs, which
may affect the expression of certain genes (9,23,24). There
appear to be several discrepancies between hESC-RPE,
hiPSC-RPE and primary RPE cells, but it remains unclear
whether these differences will affect the utility of
stem-cell-derived RPE in the clinical setting.

Global gene expression analysis demonstrated that hESC-
RPE resembles fRPE more closely than hiPSC-RPE. Pair-wise
comparisons between hESC-RPE to fRPE and hiPSC-RPE to
fRPE revealed that stem-cell-derived RPE cells show under-
expression of genes involved in visual perception. Interestingly,
some of the up-regulated transcripts in hiPSC-RPE are involved
in immune responses. This observation is consistent with tran-
scriptional and methylation profile comparisons between
hESCs and hiPSCs (unpublished data), suggesting hiPSC-RPE
may retain specific reprogramming gene signatures.

Furthermore, we found similar gene expression levels of
complement associated proteins previously reported to be associ-
ated with AMD in stem-cell-derived RPE and fRPE cells. Allele
variants for different complement cascade-associated proteins
have been implicated as major risk factors for the predisposition
of AMD (25,26). Further analysis of SNPs in each stem cell line is
required to determine whether they carry AMD risk variants. Our
analysis of aging retina-associated genes shows that cultured
stem-cell RPE mimic fRPE and do not show signs of aging.
This addresses the concern that extended culture may induce
the expression of age-related genes and suggests that culture-
derived RPE may be suitable replacements for fRPEs in cell
transplantation therapy.

Recent microarray-based studies have identified RPE-
specific genes by comparing human RPE with various retinal
and somatic tissues (20,27). However, comparisons between
two separate studies showed very few RPE signature genes
actually overlapped. These discrepancies may arise from
differences in the experimental design and tissues used in
their respective analyses. We chose to cross-reference our
data with Miller’s data set due to the more comprehensive
nature of their study (20). Using their identified signature
gene list, we compared their expression with hESCs and
refined the list by excluding genes that are not significantly
differentially expressed with hESCs. Surprisingly, a small
group of eye developmental genes are uniquely expressed in
fRPE but not in stem-cell-derived RPE cells, indicating that
several eye development pathways remain underdeveloped
in stem-cell-derived RPE cells. It is possible that using differ-
ent differentiation protocols may yield activation of these
pathways in stem-cell-derived RPE cells. Previous studies
using directed differentiation to recapitulate in vivo develop-
ment of RPE first directed differentiation toward the neuronal
lineage, followed by differentiation toward the RPE fate. It
will be important to examine the differences between spon-
taneous differentiation and directed differentiation and find
optimal culture conditions for deriving RPE cells that best
resemble native RPE.

Our results highlight significant differences between
expression profiles of stem-cell-derived RPE cells and fRPE.
To fully realize the potential of stem-cell-derived RPE in cell-
based therapy, future work using in vivo models will elucidate
the utility of stem-cell-derived RPE in restoring vision. This
study establishes a standard for expanded analyses of
expression profiles in additional cell lines. Our findings rep-
resent an important step toward optimizing the future appli-
cation of stem-cell-derived RPE for transplantation into
AMD patients.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Pluripotent stem cell culture

The hESC lines H9 and HSF1 were maintained as described
previously (28). The induced pluripotent stem cell lines
HiPS2, HiPS18 and NPC2-iPS#3 were maintained under
similar conditions with a 1:1 ratio of hESC medium to con-
ditioned medium. Conditioned medium was prepared by the
incubation of hESC medium overnight with MEF cells.
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Differentiation, enrichment and culture of pigmented cells

Differentiation of hESCs and hiPSCs to RPE cells followed a
previously described protocol with minor modifications (12).
All cells were cultured in 10 cm cell culture dish (Corning) or
six-well cell culture plates (Costar). HESC-RPE and hiPSC-
RPE were formed when hESCs colonies were allowed to
become over-confluent on an MEF density of 1 × 104 cm22.
When the borders of individual hESC colonies contacted each
other at approximately 7–10 days post-passage, the medium
was changed daily using basic hESCs medium lacking
bFGF. Pigmented foci appeared in over-confluent hESCs cul-
tures 3–4 weeks after the use of bFGF-deficient hESC medium.

Following formation, pigmented clusters were excised manu-
ally using syringe needles under a dissecting microscope. This
approach was only possible after a cluster had reached at least
1 mm in diameter. During this procedure, we avoided the sur-
rounding, non-pigmented material prior to placement of the pig-
mented cluster in 24-well culture dishes coated with growth
factor reduced MatrigelTM (BD Biosciences, diluted 1:30). Alter-
natively, Millicell-HA (Millipore) culture wells were coated with
Matrigel. Two to three pigmented foci were placed in each well;
hESC-RPE and hiPSC-RPE were allowed to expand on Matrigel
for a further 2 months in basic bFGF deficient hESCs medium
(media changes every 2–3 days). This time frame was sufficient
to yield monolayer sheets of pigmented cells that could be studied
further.

Fetal human RPE cell culture

The culture method for fetal human RPE cells has been
described previously (16,29). Briefly, fetal human RPE cells
from (16–21 weeks gestation) was collected and grown in
low calcium Chee’s essential modified medium until they pro-
liferated to confluence and released cells into the medium.
These non-attached cells were collected and grown for 4–8
months on permeable Millicell-HA culture wells. The
culture medium was changed to a 1:1 mixture of normal
calcium CEM and Eagle’s minimum essential medium, with
bovine retinal extract and 1% heat-inactivated calf serum.

Reverse transcription–polymerase chain reaction

Gene expression of stem-cell-derived RPE cells was analyzed
by RT–PCR. The experimental procedure is similar to that
described previously (28). Primer pairs were adopted from
the published literature (12,13).

Immunocytochemistry

Immunocytochemistry was carried out as described (30).
Primary antibodies used in the experiment were anti-RPE65
(Chemicon) and ZO1 (Zymed).

Western blotting

Western blotting was carried out on protein samples from cell
culture dish containing pigmented sheets of putative RPE cells
similar to previously described procedure (30). The primary

antibody used in the experiment was RPE65 (1:5000, Chemi-
con) and GAPDH (1:10 000, Abcam).

ROS phagocytosis assay

The phagocytosis and digestion of mouse rod outer segments
(ROSs) by hESC-derived RPE and human fRPE cells, grown
on filters in Millicell-HA wells, were assayed as described
(31). The cultured cells were incubated with 2 × 106 ROSs
per well for 30 min, and then washed with cold Dulbecco’s
PBS to remove unbound ROSs. Some filters were incubated
for a further 2 h. ROSs were labeled with the polyclonal 01
opsin antibody before and after permeabilization of the cells,
in order to quantify bound and ingested ROSs. Labeling
before permeabilization was followed by a secondary antibody
conjugated to Alexa Fluor 488 and after permeabilization by a
secondary antibody conjugated to Alexa Fluor 594 (ingested
ROSs are therefore labeled only by the second antibody.
ROSs that were .1 mm in diameter were counted in each
field of view. At least three fields of view were imaged per
filter, and each treatment was performed in triplicate.

Microarray

Gene expression was analyzed by RT–PCR of total RNA
extracted with TRIzol reagent from cell culture dishes contain-
ing pigmented sheets of putative RPE cells. RNA was purified
using RNeasy Kit (Qiagen) following the manufacturer’s
instruction. Sample labeling and microarray processing was
performed as detailed in the ‘One-Color Microarray-Based
Gene Expression Analysis’ protocol. The labeling reactions
were performed using the Agilent Low RNA Input Linear
Amplification Kit in the presence of cyanine 3-CTP (PerkinEl-
mer Life and Analytical Sciences). Fluorescent labeled probes
were purified using the Qiagen RNeasy Mini kit (Qiagen) as
described by the manufacturer. Dye incorporation was con-
firmed using nanodrop ND1000. For microarray hybridization,
1000 ng of cyanine 3-labeled cRNA was fragmented and
hybridized on Agilent 44K Whole Human genome arrays
(G4112A; Agilent Technologies) and incubated at 658C for
17 h using the Agilent Gene Expression Hybridization Kit.
The hybridized microarrays were dissembled at room tempera-
ture in Gene Expression Wash Buffer 1, then washed in Gene
Expression Wash Buffer 1 at room temperature for 1 min. This
was followed by a wash for 1 min in Gene Expression Wash
Buffer 2 at an elevated temperature (338C). The processed
microarrays were scanned with the Agilent DNA microarray
scanner immediately after washing to prevent ozone degra-
dation and data were extracted with Agilent Feature Extraction
software. Microarray data are deposited to GEO database with
accession number available upon publication.

Gene expression analysis

Data analysis was carried out using both R and Matlab. R was
used for importing, quantile-normalizing and log-transforming
Cy3 signal intensity only. Pertinent raw data sets available
from the GEO database were similarly normalized and log-
transformed. To correct for batch effects, and non-biological
variations between different data sets, we implemented batch
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effect correction using the ComBat package in R. Hierarchical
clustering was performed using Matlab’s dendrogram func-
tion. PCA analysis was performed using the princomp function
and visualized using the mapcaplot graphical interface. Biplots
for various pair-wise comparisons were also carried out in
Matlab using the scatter plotting function. Differential
expression analysis between RPE and ES cells was determined
using a combination of t-statistic, false discovery rate, and fold
change.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Supplementary Material is available at HMG online.
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